WILLOWCREST

Bob Florence's "Willowcrest" was recorded several times by both Bob Florence and Buddy Rich. Buddy Rich was first to record the tune on **Buddy Rich Big Band** (1966). His version is briefer than Florence's version on **Jewels** (1979).

The ink alterations seen on this arrangement – notably some added measures, mostly to allow for drum solos, and the altered ending – are valid for both versions. Possibly Buddy's band read the same chart but eliminated some of the repetitive passages.
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WILLOWCREST - 7
Piano

Db13(-5) C13(-5) 161
G7(+9) Gb7(+9) Dim... 167
Db13(-5) C13(-5) 163
G7(+9) Gb7(+9) 163

C13(-5) 165
Db13(-5) C13(-5) Dim... 166
G7(+9) Gb7(+9) 167
Db13(-5) C13(-5) 168

G

Gm7 169
Gm6 170
Gm(+5) 171
Gm 172

Gm 173
CRES... Gbm7 175
Gm7 Bm7 176

mf

Cm 177
Cm( MA7) 178
Cm7 179
Cm6 180

Gm7 181
CRES... Gbm7 183
Gm7 Gfm7(-5) 184